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ABSTRACT A novel methodology based on the sectorization of multiple-port cavities with azimuthal
symmetry into sector unit cells is presented to design 5Gmultiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) sub-6 GHz
antennas. Themethodology divides anN-port cavity antenna into N unit cells and predicts the performance of
theN-port designwith the analysis of two adjacent cells. This approximation reduces the time and complexity
of the simulation of cavity antennas with a high number of ports. For the theoretical justification, cavity
mode analysis of a closed cavity and characteristic modes analysis of open and sector cavities is addressed.
With the use of the proposed methodology, five different cavity designs with circular, square, hexagonal,
octagonal, and saw-tooth geometries are presented in this article. In addition, the fabrication of the 4-port
circular shape design and its MIMO performance is also studied. Results show an impedance bandwidth of
130% (1.27-6 GHz), and an envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) lower than 0.1.

11 INDEX TERMS 5G antenna, MIMO antenna, sub 6-GHz, wide-band antenna, 5G MIMO access point.

I. INTRODUCTION12

The 5th generation wireless system (5G) was developed to13

satisfy the new requirements in terms of data rate, latency,14

efficiency, and reliability [1], [2] due to the enormous growth15

of data traffic in the current all-connected era. The 5G16

NR frequency bands are composed of the frequency range17

one (FR1) working at the so-called sub-6 GHz bands and18

the frequency range two (FR2), which cover the millimeter19

wave bands. The early deployment of the 5G is currently20

supported by the sub-6 GHz bands (FR1) due to the com-21

patibility with the 2G/3G/4G infrastructure. The frequency22

bands which have received the most attention worldwide are23

the n77 (3.3-4.2 GHz), the n78 (3.3-3.8 GHz), and the n7924

(4.4-5 GHz) bands.25

This new scenario has raised the interest in multiple anten-26

nas solutions for 5G sub-6 GHz applications. One of the27

most relevant features for providing high data rates is the28

multiple-inputmultiple-output (MIMO) technology. In recent29
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approving it for publication was Prakasam Periasamy .

publications, there has been an enormous growth on the inter- 30

est about MIMO compatible designs in size-limited devices 31

for smartphones applications [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], medi- 32

cal applications [8] and for access point applications [9]. 33

The coexistence of several antennas in size-limited scenarios 34

produce highly coupled radiating elements, degrading their 35

performance. Isolation techniques are widely used to cope 36

with coupling issues, such as in [10] where a slotted stub is 37

used to increase to 20 dB the isolation of two ultra wide-band 38

stepped-shaped antennas ranging from 2 to 13.8 GHz. In [11] 39

a transmission-line-based decoupling method is presented to 40

increase 16-20 dB the isolation between co-polarized ele- 41

ments for aMIMOantenna arrayworking at 2.4 GHz. In addi- 42

tion, an isolation structure is presented in [12] increasing 43

10-15.1 dB the isolation between elements providing connec- 44

tion to the n78 band for smartphone applications. 45

The 5G infrastructure will include indoor access 46

points [13] to guarantee the 5G connection standards at 47

indoor environments with poor signal levels. Most of the 48

solutions are based on dual-polarized antennas due to its 49

orthogonal and low correlated radiation patterns which is 50
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the key parameter for the correct performance of MIMO51

antennas. A recent multi-band design [14] proposes a triple52

band with a dual-polarized antenna working at 5G n78 band53

and also providing 2G/3G/4G connection at 0.7-0.96 GHz54

and 1.7-3 GHz. Two dual-band dual-polarized solutions are55

detailed in [15] and [16] with the use of anAMC reflector [15]56

operating at n78/n79 bands with an isolation of 20 dB and57

a second solution with the use of crossed monopoles [16]58

operating at n78 and 1.55-2.75 GHz bands. In addition,59

a dual-band antenna is presented in [17] based on a slotted60

microstrip patch and two monopoles working at 0.8-9.6 GHz61

and 1.7-2.7 GHz obtaining an isolation of 18 dB. Lastly a62

3-D printed crossed dipoles are presented in [18] providing63

service to n77/n78/n79 bands with 18 dB isolation.64

When a higher number of ports is required, differ-65

ent arrangement of radiators are proposed for obtaining66

polarization diversity. Regarding 3-port wide-band solutions,67

a tripolarized antenna composed by a monopole-equivalent68

structure and two crossed stepped dipoles is presented in [19]69

operating at n77/n78 bands obtaining 30 dB isolation and70

85% total efficiency. In addition, a 3-port equilateral trian-71

gular patch antenna working at 3.3-4.2 GHz band is ana-72

lyzed in [20] with 82% total efficiency and 15 dB isolation.73

Concerning to 4-port solutions, two antennas are proposed74

in [21] and [22], with a single-patch based on quasi TM1/2,1/275

mode ranging at 3.3-4.5 GHz band (15 dB isolation and 80%76

total efficiency) and with an annular-ring patch [22] with an77

impedance bandwidth ranging at 3.3-5 GHz (16.5 dB isola-78

tion and 84% total efficiency). A 6-port wide-band solution79

is presented in [23] with six uncorrelated waves using a80

circular patch antennawith 6 feedings and ranging from 3.1 to81

7.2 GHz with 20 dB isolation and 85% of total efficiency.82

The tendency of increasing the number of ports has led83

to complex designs with time and memory-consuming sim-84

ulations. In array applications, Floquet theory proposes a85

methodology that studies the behavior of a periodic structure86

with a Cartesian coordinates system-based symmetry, analyz-87

ing only a unit cell simplifying the simulation process. Recent88

articles apply Floquet theory for the design of arrays [24],89

reflect-arrays [25], [26] and meta-surfaces [27]. In this paper,90

we propose a novel methodology based on polar coordinate91

system symmetry and benefits from the azimuth periodicity92

of the field distributions. Cavity modes and characteristic93

modes are used for the analysis of a closed and open circu-94

lar coaxial cavity and different angle sectors. Characteristic95

modes analysis is introduced for the study of open cavities,96

which can not be analyzed by the classical theory of cavity97

modes.98

In a previous article [28], the authors proposed a method-99

ology based on characteristic modes to decouple with an100

x-shape block a 4-port cavity antenna with isolation issues.101

In this article, a different methodology is proposed for the102

design of similar N-port cavity antennas with a sector unit cell103

approximation. The proposed methodology guarantees that104

the analysis of two adjacent cells is enough for predicting the105

performance of an N-cell antenna, simplifying the designing106

process and reducing the time of simulations. For designs 107

with a higher number of ports, the decrease factor is consider- 108

able, converting the proposed methodology in a proper candi- 109

date for the simplification of the design of MIMO antennas. 110

The novelty of this article leans on the proposedmethodology, 111

which has been successfully applied for the design of a 4-port 112

circular open-cavity, a 4-port square open cavity, a 6-port 113

hexagonal open cavity, an 8-port octagonal open cavity, and 114

an 8-port teeth-saw open cavity. For the octagonal design, the 115

use of the proposed methodology reduces their simulation 116

time by a factor of 26. The 4-port circular open-cavity has 117

been fabricated to demonstrate the viability of the methodol- 118

ogy, and a MIMO compatibility study has also been provided 119

with the calculation of the channel capacity and the envelope 120

correlation coefficient (ECC). 121

The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the study 122

of the first cavity modes of a closed coaxial cavity and the 123

characteristic modes analysis of an open coaxial cavity and its 124

sectorization is addressed. The study focuses on the effect of 125

reducing an open cavity into different angle sectors providing 126

information about themodes which are present and themodes 127

which are filtered. In Section III, the sector-unit cell method- 128

ology is presented, and a coaxial four-port design is analyzed 129

for demonstration. Simulated and fabricated results are pre- 130

sented, including a MIMO system performance evaluation. 131

In addition, three more designs are detailed with a system- 132

atic design strategy with regular polygon geometry cavities 133

(square, hexagonal and octagonal) with the use of the sector 134

unit cell methodology. In Section IV, an 8-port saw-tooth 135

design with the use of the sector unit cell methodology with 136

x-axis replication is analyzed. Finally, Section V exposes the 137

conclusion of the paper. 138

II. COAXIAL CAVITIES ANALYSIS 139

In this section, the analysis of a closed coaxial cavity, an open 140

cavity, and 1/2, 1/4, 1/6, and 1/8 open cavity sectors is 141

addressed. Fig. 1(a) shows the coaxial closed cavity, that from 142

now on will be denominated as the coaxial cavity. Fig. 2(a) 143

presents the open coaxial cavity and its sectors. For the sake 144

of comparison, they all have dimensions of r1=108.5 mm, 145

r2=43.8 mm, and h1=34.2 mm, and the only difference is 146

that the closed cavity has a top cover enclosing the structure 147

and the open cavity has not. 148

Closed cavities are described in the electromagnetic lit- 149

erature through the use of cavity modes, and the electric 150

and magnetic fields have been derived for canonical geome- 151

tries [29] including the coaxial cavity, which is analytically 152

described in [30]. On the contrary, open cavities are not 153

analytically described, so we propose the use of characteristic 154

mode analysis to analyze open cavities and sectors. In the 155

following subsections, both analyses are addressed. 156

A. CAVITY MODES ANALYSIS OF A CLOSED COAXIAL 157

CAVITY 158

In this subsection, the first five modes of a coaxial cavity 159

(Fig. 1(a)) are analyzed. In cavity resonators, a three-symbol 160
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FIGURE 1. a) Section View of the coaxial cavity. Electric Field distribution
of b) Mode TM010 c) Mode TM110 d) Mode TM210 e) Mode TM310 and
f) Mode TM410.

subscript is required (mnp) to describe both transverse (mn)161

and longitudinal (p) variations. In this case, the z-axis defines162

the longitudinal variation and has been settled as the direction163

of propagation.164

The aim of the analysis is to check the azimuthal peri-165

odicity and symmetry of the first modes in order to divide166

the whole cavity into several sectors. The sector subdivision167

would simplify the analysis and simulation of a multiple-fed168

cavity-based design and would provide valuable information169

about the number of independent ports and the required type170

of excitation.171

Fig. 1 depicts the analyzed coaxial cavity with172

r1=108.5 mm, r2=43.8 mm and h1=34.2 mm and the173

electric field distribution of the first resonant modes of the174

cavity: Modes TM010, TM110, TM210, TM310 and TM410.175

The azimuth variation of the electric fields, except of176

TM010 (which has no variation), has a sinusoidal behaviour177

defined by sin(φ)-TM110, sin(2φ)-TM210, sin(3φ)-TM310178

and sin(4φ)-TM410. The radial variation is equivalent in all179

of them.180

With an inspection of the field distributions, it can be181

observed a division into N sectors depending on the azimuth182

variations of the electric field. For Mode TM110 two sectors183

are obtained, for mode TM210 four sectors, for mode TM310184

six sectors and for TM410 eight sectors. The coaxial cavity185

could be segmented into N sectors, cutting the cavity through186

the maximums of electric field (colored in red) and applying187

a condition of open-circuit. All the fields distribution of the188

modes are present if one of the N sectors is analyzed inde- 189

pendently. This strategy would simplify the design process 190

for multiple-port open cavities, whose simulation is time- 191

demanding, especially when N is high. Since open-cavities 192

cannot be described by cavitymodes, in the following section, 193

we turn to a characteristic modes analysis. 194

where EJn is the nth real eigenvector (characteristic current) 195

and λn is the nth eigenvalue. [X] and [R] are the imaginary 196

and real part of the generalized impedance matrix of the 197

structure [Z]. 198

B. CHARACTERISTIC MODES ANALYSIS (CMA) OF AN 199

OPEN CAVITY AND ITS SECTOR SUBDIVISION 200

Open cavities have different boundary conditions than closed 201

cavities, and the information regarding modes is not detailed 202

in the available literature. We propose the use of characteris- 203

tic modes analysis which is a proper approach for the analysis 204

of an open coaxial cavity. 205

The Theory of Characteristic Modes (TCM) [31], [32] 206

provides a basis set of currents on a structure with an arbitrary 207

geometry, which exhibits orthogonal radiation properties. 208

It provides a physical interpretation of the radiating mecha- 209

nisms of the structure and helps to determine the optimum 210

feeding configuration. Characteristic modes are calculated 211

from the generalized impedance matrix of a structure [Z] 212

(calculated using the Method of Moments (MoM)) and the 213

resolution of the following eigenvalue problem: 214

[X ] EJn = λn[R] EJn (1) 215

Eigenvalues (λn) are frequency-dependent and provide 216

radiation information about the associated current mode. The 217

mode stores electric energy (capacitive mode) when λn is 218

negative and magnetic energy (inductive mode) when λn is 219

positive. When λn = 0, the mode is at resonance. Differ- 220

ent modal attributes for the physical interpretation of the 221

eigenvalues have been proposed [33], [34]. In this paper, the 222

characteristic angle (αn) has been selected for the analysis, 223

and it is derived as follows: 224

αn = 180◦ − tan−1(λn) (2) 225

When the mode is at resonance λn = 0, αn = 180◦. 226

In this subsection, the characteristic modes analysis of an 227

open coaxial cavity and its 1/2, 1/4, 1/6 and 1/8 sectors is 228

addressed. Open coaxial cavity and sectors have equivalent 229

r1, r2 and h1 (as depicted in Fig. 2(a)). The open coaxial cav- 230

ity has equivalent dimensions as the closed cavity analyzed in 231

the previous subsection but without the top cover enclosing 232

the cavity. The decision of analyzing sectors with different 233

sizes responds to the fact that the open cavity will be fed by N 234

excitations and will be divided into N identical subdivisions 235

or unit cells. The cavity then can be reinterpreted as a unit 236

cell which is replicated N times with azimuthal periodicity. 237

Commercial electromagnetic simulators are able to analyze 238

unit cells with periodic boundaries when Cartesian axes of 239

symmetry are used, but not when boundary conditions with 240
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FIGURE 2. Open cavity and its 1/2, 1/4, 1/6 and 1/8 sectors: a) View,
b) Characteristic angles from mode J0 to mode J2 and c) Characteristic
angles of mode J3 and J4.

azimuthal periodicity are needed. Since the desired periodic-241

ity conditions cannot be simulated, open boundary conditions242

are set along the symmetry planes, which cut the open cavity243

into sectors. The goal of this subsection is to analyze which244

modes are still present and which are filtered when the open245

cavity is reduced to different angle sectors.246

Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c) represent the characteristic angle247

of the five first resonant modes between 0.5-4.5 GHz of the248

open coaxial cavity and the equivalent modes after sector-249

ization. The open coaxial cavity modes are denoted by Jn,250

the 1/2 sector modes by Jhn, the 1/4 sector modes by Jqn,251

the 1/6 sector modes by Jsn and the 1/8 sector modes by252

Jon. For their easier inspection, modes from J0 to J2 are253

represented in Fig. 2(b) and from J3 to J4 in Fig. 2(c). A shift254

on the characteristic angle of the sectors modes is observed255

due to the inductive effect produced by the currents flowing256

around their perimeter, and also, some modes vanish due to257

the modification of the structure. In general, the behaviour of258

the sectors conserved modes is similar to the original modes259

of the cavity.260

FIGURE 3. Modal field distribution at z=h plane of the open cavity and its
1/2, 1/4, 1/6 and 1/8 sectors from mode J0 to mode J4.

TABLE 1. Resonance frequency of the Modes.

In Fig. 3 the modal electric field distribution at the corre- 261

sponding resonance of the five first resonant modes of the 262

open coaxial cavity and the equivalent modes of the 1/2, 1/4, 263

1/6, and 1/8 sectors is represented in z=h1=34.2 mm plane. 264

Two types of modes are observed in Fig. 3, mode J0 presents 265

an electric field distribution with only radial variation. The 266

rest of modes have both radial and azimuth variation in their 267

associated radiated field. Since the electric field distribution 268

of radial modes, like J0, is constant in azimuth variation, these 269

modes are always present in the cavity and in all the ana- 270

lyzed sectors. Modes with azimuth variation (J1-J4) exhibit 271

sinusoidal field distribution along the perimeter of the cavity. 272

They are at risk of vanishing if specific boundary conditions 273

are not satisfied when the open cavity is reduced to a sector. 274

Since an open circuit boundary condition is set through the 275

lines of symmetry when sectors are created, modes must 276

exhibit maximum field distribution where the cavity is cut. 277

Lines of symmetry that satisfy the previously specified con- 278

ditions are depicted in black dashed lines in Fig. 3. Definitely, 279

if the cavity is split through the dashed lines, the mode will 280

still be present in the created sector. 281
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FIGURE 4. a) View of 1/2, 1/4, 1/6 and 1/8 sectors with equivalent arc
length d1, b) Modal field distribution at z=h plane of the first two
resonant modes of the analyzed sectors, and c) Characteristic angle of
analyzed sectors.

According to this analysis, it can be stated that modes282

with only radial variation will always be present when sec-283

torization is applied. On the contrary, azimuthal variation284

modes are filtered depending on the size of the sector. For285

the 1/2 sector, all the modes are present except for the286

degenerated modes. For the 1/4 sector, modes with sin(2nφ)287

variation (n=1,2,3. . . ) are present. 1/6 sector conserves288

sin(3nφ)variation modes and 1/8 sector presents sin(4nφ)289

variation modes. In conclusion, azimuthal variation modes290

will be present when sectorization of 1/N sector is applied291

if an electric field distribution of sin(N2 nφ) for n=0,1,2. . . is292

satisfied in the cavity.293

C. CMA OF SECTORS WITH EQUIVALENT ARC LENGTH294

In the previous analysis, the open cavity has been reduced to295

different angle sectors with constant r1 and r2 dimensions.296

The analysis proposed in this subsection studies the 1/2, 1/4,297

1/6, and 1/8 sectors with equivalent arc length (d1) and heigth 298

(h1) of open cavities with different dimensions (different r1 299

and r2). 300

The motivation of the analysis responds to the fact of 301

the future inclusion of feeding in the centre of the arc (d1) 302

of each sector (sector unit cell), creating an N-port design 303

if the sector unit cell is replicated N times. Distance d1 304

should guarantee a minimum distance between ports to avoid 305

coupling (λ/2 at fmin approximately) and also defines the 306

resonance frequency of the azimuthal modes. If distance d1 307

between ports is respected, the size of the perimeter of the 308

cavity will be defined by N×d1. The higher N is, the higher 309

the cavity size is and, the first modes will resonate at lower 310

frequencies. The operating bandwidth will not be defined by 311

the first resonating modes of the cavity but by the bandwidth 312

of the excitation. The excited modes of high N cavities will 313

be higher-order modes of the cavity because the first modes 314

are far from the frequency which the feeding is operative. 315

In this study 1/2 (N=2), 1/4(N=4), 1/6(N=6) and 316

1/8(N=8) sectors of Fig. 4(a) with equivalent d1 are analyzed. 317

The first two azimuthal resonating modes of the sectors are 318

studied by representing the field distribution at resonance 319

(Fig. 4(b)) and the characteristic angles (Fig. 4(c)). It can 320

be observed that modes are resonant at approximately the 321

same frequency (because d1 is equivalent), but modes come 322

from different order modes of the complete cavity. It is then 323

confirmed that if the cavity is scaled up with N×d1, there 324

is always a mode that will be excited that comes from a 325

different order mode of the complete cavity depending on N. 326

The cavity size will not matter because d1 is respected and 327

first modes (for high values of N) resonate at a frequency out 328

of the bandwidth which the feeding is operative. The study 329

confirms the conservation of the modes if d1 is respected. 330

III. SECTOR UNIT CELL METHODOLOGY 331

In this section, the information obtained from the previous 332

analysis is used to present a sector unit cell methodology. This 333

methodology predicts the performance of an N-port cavity- 334

backed antenna by the analysis of only two of the N unit cells 335

in which the antenna is divided. 336

In Section II, the modes of the coaxial open cavity and 337

different angle sectors have been obtained. It has been demon- 338

strated that radial modes are always present in both designs, 339

but azimuth modes are filtered if certain boundary conditions 340

are not satisfied when sectorization is applied. 341

Taking advantage of the obtained information regarding 342

the conservation of the modes, we propose to feed an open 343

cavity by N excitations arranged in a symmetric fashion and 344

divide the whole design into N sectors unit cells. The new 345

subdivision is called the sector unit cell and is composed of 346

a sector of the cavity fed in the centre of the arc length by a 347

T-shaped monopole. 348

The goal of the methodology is to simplify the analysis 349

of the N-port design to the study of only a sector unit cell 350

for impedance matching information and the study of two 351

adjacent unit cells for the study of isolation. In previous 352
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FIGURE 5. Unit cell, two contiguous cells and the open coaxial cavity
antenna: a) Overall view and b) S-parameters.

TABLE 2. Dimensions of the circular 4P cavity design (unit: mm).

papers, coaxial cavities have been used due to their capacity353

to isolate faced ports exhibiting their minimum isolation level354

between contiguous ports. This feature allows to guarantee355

that all ports of the design are isolated if two contiguous ports356

are decoupled. Sector unit cell methodology benefits from357

this feature and guarantees a good isolation performance only358

by analyzing two contiguous unit cells.359

Themethodology leans on the fact that aminimumdistance360

d1 (arc length of the unit cell) should be close to λ/2 at fmin to361

guarantee minimum isolation between adjacent ports. Since362

the perimeter of the cavity is obtained with N×d1, modes363

of the cavity from different order but with the same field364

variation at the unit cell are excited. The excitation consist365

of a wideband T-shaped monopole whose fmin is set by the366

λ/4 path between short (coaxial feeding point) and the open367

circuit (top edge of the monopole). The height of the cavity368

will be optimized due to its effect on the input impedance369

of the monopoles. Its value will be always constrained by370

a minimum of λ/4 and a maximum of λ/2 at the central371

frequency of the operating bandwidth.372

In this section, two different cavity geometries are studied373

with the use of the sector unit cell methodology, a first subsec-374

tion for the design of circular cavities and a second subsection375

FIGURE 6. a) Front view of the Fabricated Antenna b) Dissembled
antenna and c) S-parameters and d) Total efficiency and Gain of Port1.

for the design of regular polygon geometry cavities. For 376

demonstration, a wideband 4-port circular coaxial cavity, a 377

4-port square coaxial cavity, a 6-port hexagonal coaxial cav- 378

ity, and an 8-port octagonal coaxial cavity have been designed 379

with the use of the proposed methodology. This designing 380

method decreases the time and complexity of the design and 381

simulation of multiple-fed open cavity solutions, especially 382

when the number of ports is high. 383

A. DESIGN OF A CIRCULAR 4-PORT CAVITY WITH THE 384

SECTOR UNIT CELL METHODOLOGY 385

In this subsection, the sector unit cell methodology is used 386

for the design of a 4-port circular open cavity. The four 387

excitations are placed in a symmetric and orthogonal fashion 388

around the cavity. The number of unit cells is N=4, and 389

they are composed of a quarter of the cavity and a T-shaped 390

monopole. 391
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The methodology is summarized at Fig. 5(a). The first392

stage of the methodology is based on the optimization of393

the dimensions of the unit cell in terms of matching. At the394

second stage, two unit cells are analyzed, and the dimensions395

are slightly modified, if needed, to guarantee a minimum396

isolation level of 15 dB. Finally, at the third stage, the whole397

design with all unit cells together is simulated to guarantee398

the correct performance of the antenna. The optimized dimen-399

sions of the design are detailed in table 2, resulting in a cavity400

with a height h = λ/7 for fmin and a distance between ports401

higher than d1 = λ/2 to guarantee 15 dB of isolation level.402

In Fig. 5(b), the S-parameters computed for the three stages403

are depicted, including the reflection coefficient (S11(dB))404

and the coupling between contiguous unit cells (S21(dB)).405

Solid lines represent the results of the coaxial open cavity406

design, densely dashed curves of the Unit Cell, and dashed407

curves the two adjacent cells. The reflection coefficient is408

slightly shifted to lower frequencies for the two unit cells409

and coaxial open cavity design due to the wider area where410

the currents can flow. Isolation is not in a good agreement411

between 1-1.5 GHz, but in this band, the coupling level is412

not critical. The S-parameters represented in Fig. 5(b) show413

highly correlated results of matching and isolation between414

the unit cells and the complete design confirming the relia-415

bility of the methodology of designing N-port antennas with416

the analysis of sector unit cells.417

The fabrication and the MIMO performance of the 4-port418

coaxial antenna are presented next in order to prove the419

accuracy of the methodology.420

1) RESULTS AND FABRICATION421

The 4-port coaxial circular cavity antenna has been fabri-422

cated using a Rogers R04003C PCB (εr = 3.55, tan δ =423

0.0027 and thickness t = 0.6 mm) for supporting the four424

T-shaped monopoles (Fig. 6(a)) on the aperture of cavity.425

The cavity has been milled from a solid aluminum cylinder.426

Four coaxial ports have been screwed and welded to the427

four monopoles. Fig. 6(b) depicts the disassembled design428

for its correct inspection. The simulated (solid curves) and429

the measured (dashed curves) of the S-Parameters are rep-430

resented in Fig.6(c) with an impedance bandwidth ranging431

from 1.25 GHz to 6 GHz. The isolation is higher than 15 dB432

in all the band (S21(dB)= S41(dB) and S31 in Fig.6(c)). Both433

are obtained with the use of the Rogers PCB represented434

Fig. 6(c). The S-parameters slightly differ from the results of435

Fig. 6(b) due to the inclusion of the Rogers PCB. In addition,436

the total simulated and measured total efficiency and gain437

are represented in Fig. 6(c) with a good agreement between438

simulated and measured results. Results show a measured439

efficiency higher than 82% and an average gain of 8 dBi.440

Regarding the radiation patterns, Fig. 7 depicts measured441

and simulated patterns in XZ plane (φ = 0◦) and YZ plane442

(φ = 90◦) at 1.5 GHz (Fig. 7(a)), 3 GHz (Fig. 7(b)), 4.5 GHz443

(Fig. 7(c)) and 6 GHz (Fig. 7(d)). When the frequency is444

low, the radiation pattern is composed of a single lobe.445

When the frequency increases, the radiation pattern is slightly446

FIGURE 7. Simulated (solid) and Measured (dashed) radiation pattern of
P1. Plane φ = 0◦ (blue) and φ = 90◦ (red) at: a) f=1.5 GHz, b) 3 GHz,
c) 4.5 GHz and d) 6 GHz.

disturbed, and side lobes appear. The antenna keeps a unidi- 447

rectional radiation pattern in all the operating band. 448

2) MIMO SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 449

This subsection addresses the performance of the proposed 450

4-port coaxial circular cavity antenna (composed of 4 unit 451

cells) and a half of the design (antenna composed of two 452

contiguous cells) in a 4×4 and 2×2MIMO systems, respec- 453

tively, taking into consideration the propagation channel. For 454

the study, the channel capacity in the presence of mutual 455

coupling [35] and the envelope correlation coefficient (ECC) 456

in a scenario with isotropic scattering (described by a uniform 457

distribution) is calculated. The proposed antenna, due to its 458

wide-band behavior, obtains a minimum isolation level of 459

15 dB. In order to guarantee that the MIMO performance is 460

not compromised by this parameter, the ideal (no coupling) 461

channel capacity and the channel capacity obtained with the 462

use of the proposed antenna at the lowest isolation level 463

frequency (f=3.1 GHz) are compared. 464

The channel capacity [35] is calculated with the use of 465

4 uncorrelated antennas as transmitting antennas, and the 466

four receiving antennas are the four antennas of the proposed 467

design. It is assumed isotropic scattering environment and 468

perfect channel state information (CSI) for the receiver but 469

not for the transmitter. Hence, the ergodic capacity can be 470

derived as (3) [35] where I is the 4 × 4 identity matrix, γ 0 471
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FIGURE 8. a) Channel Capacity and b) Envelope correlation coefficient
(ECC).

the SNR, R the correlation matrix of the receive antenna and472

Hw the spatially white MIMO channel with independent and473

identically distributed (i.i.d) complex Gaussian entries. HH
w474

denotes hermitian of Hw.475

C = E
{
log2

[
det

(
I+

γ 0

2
RHwHH

w

)]}
(3)476

Fig. 8(a) represents the calculated channel capacity with477

100000 simulated 4 × 4 MIMO channels using as receiving478

antennas the proposed design (dashed blue curve), an ideal479

design without coupling (blue curve). The same process is480

repeated for a 2×2MIMO system setting the two contiguous481

cells as receiving antennas and two uncorrelated antennas as482

the transmitting ones and calculating the capacity (dashed483

green curve). For the sake of comparison, the capacity of a484

2 × 2 ideal MIMO system (green curve) and an ideal 1 × 1485

SISO system (red curve) are also depicted. Results show486

similar capacities from the ideal case to the one using the487

proposed antenna. With these results, the good performance488

of the design is confirmed even in the frequency band with489

higher coupling levels. It can also be observed the capacity490

gain (x4) with the use of a 4×4 MIMO system and (x2) with491

the 2× 2 MIMO system instead of a 1× 1 SISO system.492

The correlation coefficient (ECC) correlates two radia-493

tion patterns depending on the frequency and the propa-494

gation conditions and it is defined by (4). In (4) g1(�)495

and g2(�) details the two radiation patterns, � = (θ, φ)496

describes the solid angle of arrival and Pa(�) represents the497

dyadic power of the angular spectrum of the incident field498

FIGURE 9. Unit cell equations and the obtained angles and dimensions
for a square(N=4), hexagonal (N=6) and octagonal (N=8) open cavity
designs unit cells.

TABLE 3. Dimensions of the initial design (unit: mm).

described by different angular distributions (Uniform, Gaus- 499

sian, Laplace) [36]. ECC values lower than 0.5 are expected 500

for uncorrelated radiation patterns [37]. In this article, the 501

ECC is calculated in an ideal scenario with isotropic scatter- 502

ing. Hence Pa(θ ,φ) is assumed to be described by a uniform 503

distribution (Pa(θ ,φ)= 1), (4), as shown at the bottom of the 504

next page. 505

The ECC can also be calculated with an approximation 506

through the use of the S-parameters of the antenna (5) [38] 507

assuming a scenario with isotropic scattering. 508

ρ =
|S∗11S12 + S

∗

21S22|
2

(1− (|S11|2 + |S21|2))(1− (|S22|2 + |S12|2))
(5) 509

Fig. 8(a) depicts both the calculated ECC with mea- 510

sured radiation patterns(dashed curves) and also with the 511

S-parameters approximation (solid curves). Results confirm 512

ECC values are always lower than 0.1 for the calculation 513

between P1-P2 and P1-P3. Due to the symmetry of the design, 514

only these two calculations are required. 515

After the analysis of the channel capacity and the ECC 516

results, it can be stated that the proposed antenna is compati- 517

ble and a good candidate for MIMO applications. 518

B. DESIGN OF REGULAR POLYGONS CAVITIES WITH THE 519

USE OF THE SECTOR UNIT CELL METHODOLOGY 520

In this section, the Unit Cell Methodology is applied for 521

the design of coaxial cavities with regular polygon geome- 522

try. In the centre of each face of the polygon, a feeding is 523

connected; hence, the number of ports N of the designs is 524

equal to the number of faces of the polygon. A design with 525

four ports has then a square shape, six ports hexagonal, eight 526

ports octagonal, and so on. The distance d1, which describes 527

the arc sector of the unit cell of the circular design and the 528

distance between ports, in these designs, it is described more 529

intuitively by the side length (Lx) of the regular polygon 530

shape. 531
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FIGURE 10. Scheme of the sector unit cell methodology for: a) square open cavity design, c) hexagonal open cavity design and e) octagonal
open cavity design. S-parameters of the unit cell, two contiguous cells and complete design of b) square open cavity design, d) hexagonal open
cavity design and f) octagonal open cavity design.

A systematic design process is presented for the optimiza-532

tion of the unit cell of an N port design with regular polygon533

geometry. The equations detailed in Fig. 9 are meant to be534

used with unit cells of any regular polygon geometry. The535

distance between ports must be close to λ/2 at fmin to guaran-536

tee a minimum isolation level of 15 dB, hence Lx ≈ λ/2. The537

angles βx of the base of the unit cell increases with N, and it 538

is defined by βx = π (N-2)/(2N). The top angle αx decreases 539

with N, and it is defined by αx = 2π /N. In Fig. 9 the unit 540

cell of an N=4 (square cavity-red), N=6 (hexagonal cavity- 541

blue), and N=8 (octagonal-yellow) cavities are obtained with 542

the use of the proposed equations. 543

ρ =

∫∫
4π

gH1 (�)Pa(�)g2(�) d�√∫∫
4π

gH1 (�)Pa(�)g1(�) d� ·
∫∫
4π

gH2 (�)Pa(�)g2(�) d�
(4)
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FIGURE 11. a) Simulated total efficiency and simulated gain of the
square, hexagonal and octagonal designs.

With this information, it is simple and fast to optimize a544

unit cell of an N-port regular polygon geometry, no matter the545

number of N. This process limits the simulation and optimiza-546

tion process of the whole design to the time of optimizing a547

unit cell and checking the isolation with a contiguous cell.548

In order to check the viability of the methodology, three549

examples are presented in Fig. 10 with square (N=4), hexag-550

onal (N=6), and octagonal (N=8) geometries. The three unit551

cells have been optimized in terms of matching (S11(dB)) at552

a first stage, including the monopole, and then, for isolation553

purposes, two contiguous unit cells have been analyzed. After554

these two studies, the whole design is simulated in order555

to check the correlation between the unit cell approxima-556

tion and the whole design performance. The S-parameters557

of the three stages are represented for the three geometries,558

and only S11(dB) and S21(dB) are represented due to the559

symmetry of the design and also because contiguous ports560

show the lowest isolation levels. Results present a 4-port561

square open cavity, a 6-port hexagonal open cavity, and an562

8-port octagonal open cavity with an impedance bandwidth563

of 126% (1.4-6.2 GHz), 130% (1.33-6.33 GHz) and 128%564

(1.36-6.2 GHz), respectively, with isolation always higher565

than 15 dB. Highly correlated results between the unit cell566

and the whole design confirm the viability of the method-567

ology. Additionally, simulated total efficiency and gain are568

represented in Fig. 11 obtaining results higher than 82% of569

total efficiency.570

IV. SECTOR UNIT CELL METHODOLOGY WITH X-AXIS571

REPLICATION. 8-PORT SAW-TOOTH DESIGN572

All the designs analyzed so far are based on the unit cell573

methodology with the azimuth replication of a unit cell,574

creating closed cavity designs with canonical shapes. In this575

section, it is explored another way of designing cavity-576

based structures with the replication of the unit cell through577

the x-axis, obtaining a saw-tooth (linear array disposition)578

antenna (Fig 12(a)).579

In this case, the obtained design is not symmetric, and580

it involves more complexity than the previous ones. The581

methodology has been only used for the matching informa-582

tion prediction (S11(dB) dotted curve of Fig 12(b)). The unit583

FIGURE 12. a) Scheme of the sector unit cell methodology for x-axis
replication for the saw-tooth design, b) S-parameters of the unit cell, two
contiguous cells and complete design and c) Port 1 simulated total
efficiency and gain of the complete design.

TABLE 4. Dimensions of the saw-tooth design (unit: mm).

cell has been obtained from the octagonal open coaxial design 584

and has been slightly modified due to isolation problems 585

in the saw-tooth design disposition. The separation between 586

contiguous has been increased because the coupling between 587

contiguous cells experienced higher coupling values when 588

they were replicated through the x-axis. Fig 12(b) show the 589

S-parameters of the saw-tooth design with an impedance 590

bandwidth of 129% (1.46-6.85 GHz) and isolation higher 591

than 15dB. Furthermore, simulated gain and total efficiency 592

are represented in Fig 12(c) with values of an average 8 dBi 593

gain and a total efficiency higher than 82%. 594
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TABLE 5. Comparison table.

It is demonstrated that further distribution with different595

geometries can also be obtained with the replication of the596

unit cell, but only matching can be predicted. Isolation must597

be checked in the complete design due to the lack of symme-598

try of the structure. This way of replication of the unit cells599

offers a new disposition which increases the flexibility of the600

use of this methodology.601

V. CONCLUSION602

In this paper, a novelmethodology based on the subdivision of603

an N-port cavity with radial symmetry into N sector unit cells604

has been presented for N-port MIMO antenna designs for605

5G/Wi-Fi indoor access point applications. The methodology606

simplifies the design and simulation process thanks to the607

approach based on with the analysis of two contiguous cells.608

With the study of two contiguous cells, the performance of the609

N-port antenna can be predicted. For the physical insight jus-610

tification of the methodology, a complementary cavity mode611

analysis of a close circular coaxial cavity and a characteristic612

mode analysis of a coaxial circular open cavity and its unit613

cell (1/4 of the open cavity) has been addressed. With the614

analysis, it has been demonstrated which modes are filtered615

due to the simplification of the cavity to the unit cell and616

which others remain. Radial modes and feeding modes are617

present, and modes with azimuth variation are filtered if a618

certain symmetry condition is not fulfilled.619

Five designs of N-port open cavities with circular (N=4),620

square (N=4), hexagonal (N=6), octagonal (N=8), and621

teeth-saw (N=8) shapes have been successfully designed622

with the use of the proposed methodology. Matching and623

isolation correlation between the unit cell approximation and624

the complete design has been confirmed to be high, and the625

slight differences are due to the filtered modes when the626

reduction to a unit cell is applied.627

The fabrication of the circular coaxial design with four628

ports has also been presented. Measurements and simu-629

lations exhibit good agreement with an impedance band-630

width (S11(dB)< −10 dB) of 130% (1.27-6 GHz), isolation631

between ports higher than 15 dB. The channel capacity and 632

ECC<0.1 have also been calculated, providing compatibility 633

with a 4× 4 MIMO system. 634

Simulated results of the square, hexagonal, octagonal and 635

saw-tooth designs show an impedance bandwidth (S11(dB)< 636

−10 dB) of 126% (1.4-6.2 GHz), 130% (1.33-6.33 GHz), 637

128% (1.36-6.2 GHz) and 129% (1.46-6.85 GHz) respec- 638

tively. Isolation between ports is always higher than 15 dB 639

because the minimum distance between ports of λ/2 is 640

always respected. Additionally, Table 5 compares the features 641

of the most relevant recent publications of MIMO access 642

point antennas and the proposed designs, highlighting the 643

impedance bandwidth, the size, the isolation, the number of 644

independent ports and the total efficiency. 645

The proposed sector unit cell methodology introduces a 646

great simplification of the simulation and design process 647

and a systematic strategy for designing complex and time- 648

demanding cavity-based designs with a high number of ports. 649

As a reference, the simulation of the 8-port octagonal design 650

takes 4h 0m 14s, the simulation of two unit cells 8m 57s and 651

a unit cell 4m 6s in a computer with 16 GB of RAM and an 652

Intel Core i7-8700 CPU. It is then justified the benefits of 653

using the unit cell approximation methodology. 654
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